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CAtt is a risk and return attribution system for active quantitative strategies

It attributes performance primarily to the strategy’s signals and constraints

It attributes all performance and has no errors, plug, or re-distribution

It does this by exploiting our full knowledge of the investment process, capturing 
the dynamics of the portfolio through time, and including all influences

It does not rely on regression and is not Brinson-like

Complete Attribution
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Traditional approaches to attribution to signals rely on regression …

• This can leave half the risk and return unexplained

• The “explained” results have errors that often make them counter-intuitive

• Clients are dissatisfied: “My under-performance is due to unexplained!?”

Beware “improved” versions

• Order-dependent processes are ambiguous

• Adding regressions increases model error: fitting to an incorrect model misleads

Before CAtt



Now
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Complete, error-free attribution allows CAtt to reliably answer important questions concerning

Signal performance Risk budget Exposures to new signals

Turnover selection Costs Signal performance trends

Events Constraints Factor tilts

Superior understanding of the impact of signals and management decisions

o promotes better future returns

o raises the level of conversation with prospects and clients
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CAtt in brief

Why CAtt works

CAtt in action

Confidence in CAtt



CAtt exploits all the information
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Using

o all the inputs to portfolio rebalancing, and

o detailed knowledge of the rebalancing process

allows CAtt to

o recreate portfolio construction

o track each cause and effect through time

All information stays at the client location



CAtt gets dynamics right
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With costs and turnover controlled, the impact of each day’s signals persists into 
the future, affecting future trading and performance

Turnover control often suppresses more than 70% of the natural turnover: a game-
changing disruption

Correctly attributing performance therefore requires capturing the impact of past 
signals on current performance

Performance period

Starting
portfolio

Signals and constraints through time

Time



CAtt includes all influences

Beyond signals and linear constraints, our core focus, other aspects of portfolio 
construction also contribute

Starting portfolio Transformations used in alpha construction
Mixed integer constraints Assets leaving the universe
Manual overrides Incomplete trades
Data errors Missing data

CAtt groups some of these together

Standard systems ignore these contributions. CAtt attributes to them.

If their contribution is small, do nothing. If large, CAtt draws attention to them.
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CAtt in brief

Why CAtt works

CAtt in action

Confidence in CAtt

Daily update + basic risk and return reports

Signal performance

Adding constraints, industry bounds

Timing factors: Smart Beta

Trends, and impact of events

Changing the alpha tree

Legacy holdings, turnover limits

Winsorizing alpha

Complexity control, output customization

Turnover selection

Trade overrides



How much turnover should we be doing?
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Selecting turnover well can yield performance improvements

CAtt helps do that

In this example before-cost IR improves as increasing turnover allows more alpha capture
But after-cost IR peaks between 50% and 100% turnover, as cost increases begin to dominate



Nuts and bolts
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Works with any risk model, any cost model

Handles
• all alpha hierarchies
• assets entering and leaving universe
• dynamic, hybrid benchmarks
• date variations across databases and time zones

Checks for
• missing files
• input errors

Reports and manages missing data

CAtt is not just an analytic advance: it is also a production-strength system
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CAtt in brief

Why CAtt works

CAtt in action

Confidence in CAtt



Tough checking
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Every CAtt run includes a rigorous test: that the independently determined 
contributions of individual signals, constraints and starting portfolio sum to 

the performance of a simulation that includes them all together

Signals

Starting portfolio

Constraints

Check risk and return

Non-core
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• Ron Kahn, Global Head of BlackRock Scientific Equity Research, has examined the math 
and recommends the product:

• Dan diBartolomeo, President of Northfield, has also examined the math and supports 
the product

• Live demonstrations

• Mayfield/Northfield can run demonstrations of customized test cases

• A 3-month trial allows unlimited hands-on experimentation, testing, and live analysis

More grounds for confidence

CAtt is a clever approach to attribution. It starts with a dynamic, 
cost-controlled solution, and represents a significant improvement 

over traditional approaches that rely on linear regression.



Northfield Information Services, Inc.
Founded in 1985, headquartered in Boston with offices in London & Tokyo.

www.northinfo.com

• 200 clients worldwide, from small specialist managers and hedge funds to a number of the very largest institutional & private wealth managers, & asset owners.

• Privately held by employees, with no corporate affiliations.

•Northfield’s success in staff retention has fostered an unparalleled level of expertise. Median tenure for professional staff is approaching fifteen years, with many additional years of 
industry experience before Northfield. Senior management work directly in client service and product research, not simply business administration.

R & D Contributions:

1994 First inclusion of Bayesian return re-estimation in a commercial optimizer.
1995 First use of re-sampled optimization to address liquidity problems.
1996 First commercial optimizer capable of handling capital gain taxes as part of the objective function.
1996 First risk model devoted to REITS.
1999 First risk models to incorporate changes in option implied volatility as an input.
1999 Initiated the “Everything, Everywhere” (EE) model, the first commercial risk system to cover all global asset classes from the bottom up for each individual investment.
1999 Key adviser to Harry Markopolos, the “whistle-blower” in the famed Madoff investment fraud.
2001 First risk models to combine both specified and blind factors.
2003 First risk models to make wide use of re-scaled range estimators for volatility.
2004 First inclusion of directly-owned real estate in a multi-asset class security level risk model.
2009 Northfield president & founder Dan diBartolomeo appeared on the cover of Risk Professional magazine under the caption, “They Told Us So” for the pioneering 1998 research 

paper that pointed out the analytical weaknesses in credit rating methods.
2010 Dan named one of the “Forty Most Influential Executives in Financial Technology” by Institutional Investor magazine.
2013 The Professional Risk Management International Association presented their “New Frontiers in Risk Management” global award to a research paper on sovereign credit risk co-
authored by Dan and Northfield’s head of enterprise risk, Emilian Belev.
2013 Northfield articulated “Ten Fundamentals to Effective Risk Management by Asset Owners” which were incorporated into the US Society of Actuaries’ training curriculum.
2015 “Optimal Deal Flow for Illiquid Assets” was awarded the annual Best Practitioner Award by the American Real Estate Society.
2016  Northfield launched “Wealthbalancer”, introducing a projected dynamic life balance sheet approach to asset/liability management for individuals and funds.
2016 Northfield launches “Risk Systems that Read”, pioneering the incorporation of live textual news into the quantified conditioning of short horizon risk models.  
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http://www.northinfo.com/


Founded in 2016, located in the San Francisco Bay Area
Owner and President: Leigh Sneddon, PhD, CFA     leigh@mayfield-invest.com     (415) 360-4034 

Recognizing that thousands of investment professionals dedicate their careers to finding, measuring and controlling risk, Mayfield 
Investment Solutions focuses on innovative analytics that enhance risk-adjusted returns.  In addition to Complete Attribution, 
Mayfield’s product pipeline includes: dynamic exposure targeting, allowing portfolio managers to get the signal exposures they want 
quickly and cost-effectively; increasing after-cost returns to funds-of-funds; systematic determination of investment capacity; and 
other ways to enhance risk-adjusted returns.

Leigh has consistently developed innovative approaches to challenges in investment management. He applies theory and insights to
deliver practical solutions of use to active managers. - Ron Kahn, Global Head, BlackRock Scientific Equity Research

Leigh’s asset management roles include Managing Director, Head of Global Portfolio Analytics, BlackRock; Managing Director, Head
of Proprietary Analytics, Barclays Global Investors; Director of Research, Westpeak Global Advisors; Deputy Director of Research, 
State Street Global Advisors; and Senior Portfolio Manager, State Street Global Advisors.

Prior to entering the asset management industry, he provided innovative solutions at US intelligence and defense agencies, Bell 
Laboratories, Princeton University, and Oxford University.

Leigh’s education includes a PhD in Theoretical Physics at Oxford University, an MA in Mathematics at the University of New South 
Wales, and a BSc (First Class Honors) at Sydney University. Leigh is a Chartered Financial Analyst.

He has a new paper, Designing Quantitative Strategies, and has published Dynamic Exposure Targeting (with Slava Yukhymuk, 
Journal of Portfolio Management, Volume 38, # 4, August 2012) and Portfolio Dynamics for Active Managers (Journal of Investing, 
Volume 17, # 4, Winter 2008). He presents at conferences and seminars, and has multiple scientific publications.
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Mayfield Investment Solutions, Inc.
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Daily updates
CAtt updates each case each day

Updating a 1500-asset strategy on a 
rebalance day takes ~ 1.4 minutes

Run times
Attribution reports

Creating a set of attribution 
reports takes ~ 2-5 minutes

The plots show how run times grow with 
universe size

The strategies rebalance every business 
day

The runs include optional CAtt features
The runs have 8 signals. Run times vary 
with the number of signals plus 2.

Splitting the time line, not included here, 
is equivalent to adding signals

Each transformation in the alpha tree is 
equivalent to adding a signal

The fits are quadratic

Optional dynamics reports
Adding a set of dynamics reports for a 1500-

asset strategy takes ~ 0.7 minutes per 
rebalance

1500-asset strategy example:
Initializing a portfolio with 6 months of history takes ~ 125*1.4 or ~ 180 minutes
Each daily update takes ~ 1.4 minutes
Creating a set of attribution reports takes ~ 2-5 minutes
An optional dynamics report covering 6 months, including IR vs Turnover, adds ~ 125*0.7  or ~ 85  minutes



Has the signal change taken effect yet?
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It takes time for a new signal to take hold, and a dropped signal to dissipate. How much time?

On July 1, drop Value and add Momentum…

The transitions are faster when turnover is higher: CAtt captures the dynamics of alpha model changes

1Dynamic Exposure Targeting, L Sneddon & S Yukhymuk, J Portfolio Management, Volume 38, # 4, 2012

Active positions turn over ~twice per year Active positions turn over ~17 times per year

1



Transformations inside alpha
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Transformations such as neutralizing, winsorizing, standardizing, 
affect performance, e.g. 10th to 90th percentile winsorizing
Alpha tree:

Alpha

SentimentValue Momentum

2-week 1-month

Beyond returns, transformations can also affect risk and cost
CAtt captures it all

Transformation

Transformation

Risk

Return



Performance 
period

The impact of events
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Getting dynamics right means CAtt can break signal contributions down into as many sub-periods as desired
This sheds light, for example, on the impact of events: market slump, natural disaster, default, etc.

The values of the Growth signal in Aug-Oct hurt the December performance, while the Nov-Dec values helped

Aug-Oct Nov - Dec

E.g. if there was an 
event in August…



Factor timing
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Factor investing controls factor tilts directly: the factor itself is actively managed
Implementing factor timing with constraints allows CAtt to show the impact on performance of directly setting each 

factor
(In this example there is no asset-level alpha signal: just factor timing)

Factor exposures through time Risk attribution Return attribution



Non-core example
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This example simulates overrides and incompletes by randomly changing all the trades by +/- one 
fifth of the average position size 

CAtt alerts us if often-overlooked sources have significant performance impact

Risk Return



Managing the alpha tree
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CAtt handles alpha trees of any shape or size
CAtt avoids multicollinearity, enabling accurate splitting out of contributions of detailed components

Momentum aggregated Momentum dissected
The PM controls the amount of detail by specifying which alpha nodes to leave aggregated

The contributions of the components of Momentum add exactly to the contribution of Momentum



Legacy holdings, limited turnover
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Industry and factor bounds
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CAtt handles bounds and equality constraints on factors, e.g. on industries
In this example the active industry weights were constrained to be between +/- 3%

Here the bounded factors are industries so FctrBnds captures the performance impacts of industry bounds

Risk attribution Return attributionActive weights  through time
of first 20 industries alphabetically
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